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G

lobal events related to terrorism changed political
and economic landscapes around the world. They
also greatly impacted preventative measures for
money-laundering and the financing of terrorism,
which have since then climbed at a fast pace on political and
regulatory agendas.
The responsibility for countering terrorism-related payments
and preventing laundering has been majorly transferred to the
financial industry. Regulators have partnered with financial
institutions to combat money laundering and the obligation of
banks has increased over the years in this regard. Financial
institutions were initially only motivated to comply with regulatory directives pertaining to AML & CFT to avoid being penalized; however, over time, the financial industry has become
acutely cognizant of the negative impact of money laundering
on their reputation, brand image and subsequently on their
bottom lines.
Financial intermediaries are abused when they are used for
monetary concealment and laundering, and this makes them a
significant stakeholder in anti-money laundering endeavors/initiatives. In order to safeguard their assets, banks and other
financial institutions are engaged in an ever-ongoing fight to
deter financial crime and frauds. Hence, it is of paramount
importance for financial institutions to completely comprehend
and implement measures and policies for identification and risk
assessment of their customers.

Institutions should invest in automated and integrated
technological architecture and solutions that execute and monitor AML & CFT sanctions efficaciously while minimizing risk.
Capturing relevant data is a core requirement; in addition to
this, data quality, data integrity and continuous monitoring are
other aspects that require increased focus. Consistency and
accuracy of source data are of foremost importance in the
AML & CFT mechanism. A cohesive risk-based approach in
which analysis of AML & CFT screening results and data banks
is incorporated in revision of procedures geared towards risk
mitigation, ensures optimal leverage of anti-money laundering
efforts.
The increased regulatory focus upon AML and CFT measures - and the pressure of obligations arising out of the same is encouraging institutions to allocate significant resources for
combatting this global dilemma. While financial institutions are
re-evaluating their policies and procedures in this regard, they
should also understand that implementing measures is not a
static step. Financial institutions have to play a role of active
assistance to regulators and related agencies for elimination of
wrongful transactions. The fight against money laundering and
the finance of terrorism will only be sustainably effective if the
stakeholders engage in constantly evolving their frameworks
against combatting this malaise.

The nature of this strenuous obligation requires participation from top to bottom – and from front-end to back-end - in
financial institutions. This requires strong communication and
exemplified focus from the top management, along with
demonstration of commitment to the fight against AML &
CFT through regular trainings of staff to ensure inclusive
awareness of the subject and the institutions objectives in this
regard. Employees must possess updated knowledge of regulatory requirements, policies and ramifications of all aspects of
money laundering related to finance.
It is common for institutions to defer required AML & CFT
actions, policies, communication and training programs till they
receive coercive regulatory directives. However, institutions
should take a more proactive stance and consider AML & CFT
a reputation management issue rather than a host of regulatory
requirements.

Sirajuddin Aziz
Editor-in-Chief
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The FATF has defined “money
laundering” as the processing of
criminal proceeds to disguise their
illegal origin in order to legitimize the
ill-gotten gains of crime. The United
Nations 2000 Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime, also
known as the “Palermo Convention,”
defines money laundering as:
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and, where possible,
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reputable organizations.
reputable organizations.
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should
practice
risk based •due
accounts established
• Bank to
accounts established to facilitate the processBank’s Initiatives
Prevent
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ing and settlement of multiple or individual
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risks posed
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also known as special-use, omnibus,
settlement, suspense, intraday, sweep or
collection
accounts.
Concentration
accounts are frequently used to facilitate
transactions for private banking, trust.
Some anti-money laundering practices
for banks are as under:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Inter-connect customer transactions
in the customer’s account statements.
Banker should practice to have dual
signatures on general ledger tickets.
Prohibit direct customer access to
concentration accounts.
Never give options to customers for
knowledge of concentration accounts
or their ability to direct employees to
conduct transactions through the
accounts.
Develop a system to retain transaction
and customer identifying information.
Practice should be observed to reconcile accounts frequently.

Structuring:
Designing a transaction to evade triggering a reporting or recordkeeping requirement is called “structuring.” Structuring is
possibly the most commonly known
money laundering method. It is a crime in
many countries and must be reported by
filing a suspicious transaction report. The
individuals engaged in structuring are
runners, hired by the launderers. These
individuals go from bank to bank depositing cash and purchasing monetary instruments in amounts under the reporting
threshold. Structuring can be done in
many settings or industries, including
banking, money services businesses and
casinos.
How a Banker Can Prevent Structuring:
•
•
•
•

Banker should follow the deposits in
accounts.
Bankers should identify the runners.
He should report the suspicious
transaction report.
Proper documentation should be made
before allowing to deposit money.

Cuckoo Smurfing:
Refers to a form of money laundering linked
to alternative remittance systems, in which
criminal funds are transferred through the
accounts of unwitting persons who are

expecting genuine funds or payments from
overseas. The main difference between
traditional structure and cuckoo smurfing is
that in the latter the third parties who hold
the bank accounts being used are not aware
of the fact that illicit money is being deposited into their accounts.
Banker’s Practices to Combat Cuckoo
Smurfing:
•
•
•

Identify depositors who pay cash into
third-party accounts.
Banker should monitor unusual cash
deposits.
Deposits in third party account
should be followed.

E-Purses & Pre Paid Cards
Electronic purses (also called e-purses or
stored-value cards) are cards that electronically store value on integrated circuit
chips. Unlike pre-paid credit cards with
magnetic stripes that store account
information, e-purses actually store funds
on memory chips. Pre-paid cards have the
same characteristics that make cash attractive to criminals: they are portable,
valuable, exchangeable and anonymous.
The cards, many of which are branded by
Visa or Master Card, can be purchased and
“loaded” with money by one person and
used like regular debit cards by another
person to make purchases or ATM
withdrawals anywhere in the world.
Prepaid payment cards provide access to
monetary funds that are paid in advance
by the cardholder. While there are many
different types of prepaid cards that are
used in a variety of ways, the cards typically
operate in the same way as a debit card and
ultimately rely on access to an account.
Measures Recommended for Banke:
•

•
•

•

Limit the functions and capacity of
smart cards (including the maximum
value and turnover limits, as well as
the number of smart cards per
customer).
Linking new payment technology to
financial institutions and bank
accounts.
Requiring standard documentation
and recordkeeping procedures for
these systems to facilitate their
examination.
Allowing for the examination and
seizure of relevant records by investigating authorities.

“Money laundering and
terrorist financing are
serious threats to the legal
economy and affects the
integrity of financial
institutions, jurisdictions
and world”

Know Your Customers & Customer Due
Diligence: A Consolidated Approach
Anti-money laundering policies and
procedures are used to determine the true
identity of a customer and the type of
activity that is “normal and expected,” and
to detect activity that is “unusual” for a
particular customer. Many experts believe
that a sound KYC program is one of the
best tools in an effective antimony
laundering program.
Key elements of KYC which should be
followed by a banker to minimize the
ML/TF risks are:
•
•
•
•

Customer identification
Risk management
Customer acceptance
Monitoring

A sound Customer Due Diligence
(CDD) program is being considered as
the best way to prevent money laundering.
It is recognized that sound Customer Due
Diligence (CDD) policies and procedures
are critical in protecting the safety and
soundness of banks and the integrity of
banking systems.
Key elements of CDD which should be
followed by banks to minimize the
ML/TF risks are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full identification of customer,
business and source of funds
Development of transaction and
activity profiles
Definition and acceptance of the
customer
Assessment and grading of risks
Account and transaction monitoring
Investigation and examination of
unusual activities
Documentation of findings

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed
are those of the author and do not necessarily
represent the views, opinion or suggestions of the
National bank of Pakistan
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money
laundering
laundering
offence.
offence.
In In
nutshell,
nutshell,
the ILP
the ILP
modelmodel
is based
is based
on on
top-down
top-down
crimecrime
management
management
policy,policy,
and isand
assisted
is assisted
by intelligence
by intelligence
technolotechnologies having
gies having
local local
as wellasaswell
national
as national
scopescope
of monitoring
of monitoring
activity.
activity.

was to
wasensure
to ensure
that crime
that crime
did not
did affect
not affect
US citizen
US citizen
abroad
abroad
and did
andnot
did land
not land
on on
soil ofsoil
America.
of America.

“Approach
“Approach
of risk
of risk
management
management
in secuin secuHowever,
However,
sometimes
sometimes
these these
trainings
trainings
not produce
positive
positive
resultsresults
if freeifand
free and
rityrity
governance
governance
hashas do notdoproduce
fair trial
fair of
trialcriminal
of criminal
is doubtful
is doubtful
in thein the
been
been
emphasized
emphasized homehome
country
country
of criminal.
of criminal.
Resultantly,
Resultantly,
all money
all money
and efforts
and efforts
may may
be lost
be and
lost and
progressively.
progressively.
TheThe diplomatic
diplomatic
relationships
relationships
couldcould
be be
The introduction
The introduction
of many
of many
soft intellisoft intelli- importance
injured.
injured.
For
example,
For
example,
Pan
Am
Pan
flight
Am
flight
103
103
importance
of risk
of risk
gence gence
technologies
technologies
of security
of security
for intellifor intelliwas bombed
was bombed
over over
Lockerbie,
Lockerbie,
Scotland,
Scotland,
gencegence
led policing
led policing
practices
practices
of most
of most management
and Libya
was accused
was accused
as a state
as a that
statehad
that had
management
techtech- and Libya
governments
governments
especially
especially
western
western
governgovernsponsored
sponsored
the bombing.
the bombing.
UK and
UK USA
and USA
niques
in terrorist
in terrorist governments
mentsments
confirms
confirms
the concern
the concern
that issues
that issues
of of niques
governments
demanded
demanded
extradition
extradition
of of
national
national
security
security
are not
are separate
not separate
from from
two suspects
two suspects
of bombing,
of bombing,
who who
lived lived
at at
activities
activities
hashas
gained
gained that that
streetstreet
crimes.
crimes.
In this
In this
regard,
regard,
manymany
time time
in Libya
in Libya
and and
were were
Libyan
Libyan
intelligence
intelligence
technologies
technologies
for for
strongstrong importance
nationals,
nationals,
under
under
the
Montreal
the
Montreal
ConvenConvenimportance
after
after
thethe
surveillance
surveillance
particularly
particularly
related
related
to identito identition tion
for the
for Suppression
the Suppression
of Unlawful
of Unlawful
ty, location,
ty, location,
home,home,
and work
and work
have have
been been
Acts against
Acts against
the Safety
the Safety
of Civil
of Civil
Aviation
Aviation
9/11
9/11
attacks”
attacks”

introduced
introduced
as to as
avoid
to avoid
threats
threats
of organof organin which
in which
Libya,Libya,
the UK
the and
UK the
and USA
the USA
ized crimes
ized crimes
(Levi (Levi
and Wall,
and Wall,
2004).
2004).
TheseThese
were were
signatories.
signatories.
SinceSince
LibyaLibya
was was
technologies
technologies
are are
mostly
mostly
basedbased
on on(2012)
(2012)
and national
and national
laws laws
to strengthen
to strengthendeclared
declared
as a party
as a party
to thetoPan
the Am
Panflight
Am flight
approach
approach
of exploiting
of exploiting
of interactivity
of interactivity
of oftheir their
KnowKnow
Your Your
Customers
Customers
(KYC),
(KYC),103 103
bombing,
bombing,
the UK
the and
UK the
and USA
the USA
communication
communication
information
information
technolotechnolo-Customer
Customer
Due Due
Diligence
Diligence
(CDD)
(CDD)
and andgovernments
governments
doubted
doubted
free and
free fair
andtrial
fair trial
gies (ICTs)
gies (ICTs)
in order
in order
to pinpoint
to pinpoint
risky riskyEnhanced
Enhanced
Due Diligence
Due Diligence
(EDD)
(EDD)
regularegula-of theofsuspects
the suspects
and, therefore,
and, therefore,
demanded
demanded
individual
individual
or network.
or network.
TheseThese
technolotechnolo-tions tions
on their
on their
customers.
customers.
TheseThese
entities
entitiestheir their
extradition.
extradition.
But Libya
But Libya
refused
refused
to to
gies gies
are termed
are termed
as ‘the
as ‘the
Surveillance
Surveillanceare made
are made
bound
bound
to report
to report
suspicious
suspiciouscooperate.
cooperate.
The case
The was
case then
was then
moved
moved
to to
Assemblage’Assemblage’a concept
a concept
of functional
of functionaltransactions
transactions
reports
reports
and and
currency
currencyUN Security
UN Security
council,
council,
and then
and moved
then moved
to to
entityentity
that that
is based
is based
on interactive
on interactivetransactions
transactions
reports
reports
to Financial
to Financial
IntelliIntelli-International
International
CourtCourt
of Justice.
of Justice.
The key
The key
relationship
relationship
of heterogeneous
of heterogeneous
technolotechnolo-gencegence
Unit Unit
of a of
country.
a country.
For example,
For example,pointpoint
is thatis despite
that despite
mutual
mutual
agreements
agreements
gies (Levi
gies (Levi
and Wall,
and Wall,
2004).
2004).
For example,
For example,Section
Section
311-314,
311-314,
319(b),
319(b),
325, 326,
325, 351,
326, 351,and partnerships,
and partnerships,
lack of
lack
confidence
of confidence
on on
Vigipriate
Vigipriate
program
program
of France
of France
is a centralis a central-352, 352,
356, 356,
359, 359,
and 362
and of
362
USA
of USA
Patriot
Patriotthe criminal
the criminal
justicejustice
system
system
of theofpartner
the partner
ized ized
threatthreat
detection
detection
program.
program.
The TheAct contain
Act contain
provisions
provisions
for financial
for financial
and andcountry
country
sabotages
sabotages
struggle
struggle
against
against
crimecrime
serious
serious
threat,
threat,
for example
for example
terrorism,
terrorism,non-financial
non-financial
institutions
institutions
to detect
to detect
and and(Morris,
(Morris,
2005).
2005).
assessment
assessment
is made
is made
by 6byspecialized
6 specializedreportreport
and prevent
and prevent
money
money
laundering
laundering
agencies
agencies
such such
as Central
as Central
Directorate
Directorate
of ofand financing
and financing
of terrorism
of terrorism
at national
at nationalConclusion
Conclusion
Internal
Internal
Intelligence,
Intelligence,
Directorate-GenerDirectorate-Gener-and local
and local
level (FinCen,
level (FinCen,
USA).USA).
al foralExternal
for External
Security,
Security,
Directorate
Directorate
of of
In summary,
In summary,
the evaluation
the evaluation
of nodal
of nodal
Intelligence
Intelligence
of Military,
of Military,
Protection
Protection To To
makemake
financial
financial
surveillance
surveillanceform form
of security
of security
governance
governance
is a more
is a more
Branch
Branch
and Security
and Security
Defence,
Defence,
National
Nationaleffective
effective
on crimes
on crimes
of ML/TF,
of ML/TF,
different
differenteffective
effective
response
response
than that
thanof
that
traditional
of traditional
Directorate
Directorate
of Customs
of Customs
Intelligence,
Intelligence,countries
countries
and international
and international
institutions
institutionspolicing.
policing.
The The
financial
financial
institutions
institutions
Financial
Financial
Intelligence
Intelligence
Unit Unit
of France
of Francehave initiated
have initiated
joint joint
training
training
programs
programs
for forperform
perform
a rolea of
rolefront
of front
policepolice
by filing
by filing
(TRACFIN),
(TRACFIN),
and Financial
and Financial
Institutions.
Institutions.officials
officials
of financial
of financial
intelligence
intelligence
unit, unit,suspicious
suspicious
transactions
transactions
reports
reports
to Finanto Finanfinancial
financial
institutions,
institutions,
and law
and enforcelaw enforce-cial Intelligence
cial Intelligence
UnitsUnits
whichwhich
later later
on on
c) Financial
c) Financial
Institutions
Institutions
BeingBeing
FrontFrontmentment
agencies
agencies
globally
globally
and locally.
and locally.
TheseThesetriggers
triggers
a response
a response
to crime.
to crime.
The partnerThe partnerPolicemen
Policemen
joint joint
training
training
programs
programs
have cultivated
have cultivated
a
aship ship
among
among
government
government
agencies
agencies
and and
sense sense
of cooperation
of cooperation
and responsibility
and responsibilityfinancial
financial
institutions
institutions
and development
and development
Financial
Financial
surveillance
surveillance
through
through
partnerpartner-among
among
officials
officials
in spite
in spite
of diversity
of diversity
of ofof soft
of intelligence
soft intelligence
technologies
technologies
lead to
lead to
ship of
ship
Financial
of Financial
Intelligence
Intelligence
Unit Unit
(FIU)(FIU)their their
legal,legal,
administrative,
administrative,
financial,
financial,
and andconclude
conclude
that that
that that
countries
countries
have have
and financial
and financial
institutions
institutions
has progressive
has progressiveoperational
operationalframeworks
frameworks(Gwintsa,
(Gwintsa,reached
reached
at a atpoint
a point
of consensus
of consensus
that that
role role
in combating
in combating
crimecrime
of ML/TF
of ML/TF2010).
2010).
For example,
For example,
U.S. U.S.
government
governmentcrimecrime
on street
on street
has association
has association
with with
globally
globally
and and
locally.
locally.
Anti-money
Anti-moneyhas been
has been
spending
spending
millions
millions
of dollars
of dollars
on oncross-border
cross-border
criminal
criminal
mafias,
mafias,
i.e., occuri.e., occurlaundering
laundering
laws laws
on account
on account
operations
operationsjoint joint
trainings
trainings
programs
programs
at home
at home
and andrencerence
of transnational
of transnational
organized
organized
crime.crime.
have have
progressively
progressively
established
established
a strong
a strongabroad.
abroad.
In this
In regard,
this regard,
King King
and Ray
and RayTherefore,
Therefore,
attacking
attacking
flowsflows
of dirty
of dirty
environment
environment
of controls
of controls
on financial
on financial(2000)
(2000)
notednoted
that 44
that
seniors
44 seniors
FBI officers
FBI officersmoney
money
whichwhich
beginsbegins
for example,
for example,
from from
activities.
activities.
FromFrom
multinational
multinational
companies
companieshad been
had been
working
working
in different
in different
parts parts
of ofone country
one country
and ends
and ends
locallylocally
requires
requires
a
a
to anto individual
an individual
person
person
in town,
in town,
all allthe world.
the world.
TheseThese
agentsagents
participated
participated
in inholistic
holistic
approach
approach
in which
in which
international,
international,
entities/
entities/
persons
persons
are under
are under
strongstrong
finan-finan-joint joint
investigation
investigation
of transnational
of transnationalnational
national
and and
local local
levelslevels
government
government
cial surveillance.
cial surveillance.
Financial
Financial
Institutions
Institutionscrimescrimes
with with
prior prior
permission
permission
of host
of hostagencies
agencies
and private
and private
institutions
institutions
must must
be be
are made
are made
bound
bound
by FATF
by FATF
standards
standards
country.
country.
The objective
The objective
of participation
of participationinterconnected.
interconnected.
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The list of risks
ly, the scale of the
today includes f
terrorism and em
claims. These typ
classified under
risk'. The identific
of operational risk
for modern-day b
the decision by th
Banking Super
introduce a capita
part of the new c
work (Basel II).

DEFINING OPE

the
the
real
real
use
use
test
test

To facilitate the ris
process in large co
risk faced by these
ed into different
categories are defi
causes and/or eff
industry, market
systemic risk inh
market, i.e. it is the
fiable through
contracts. Credit
exposures due to
on contracts.

With respect to
does not yet exis
banking industry
definitions were
exclusion principl
non-quantifiable r
An operational
An operational
risk is,
riskasis,the
as name
the name
suggests,
suggests,
a risk
a arising
risk arising
fromfrom
execution
execution
of a of
company's
a company's
business
business
market and credit r
functions.
functions.
It is a
It very
is a very
broad
broad
concept
concept
which
which
focuses
focuses
on the
on risks
the risks
arising
arising
fromfrom
people,
people,
systems
systems
and and
processes
processes
tion of operationa
through
through
which
which
a company
a company
operates.
operates.
It also
It also
includes
includes
other
other
categories
categories
suchsuch
as fraud
as fraud
risks,risks,
legallegal
risks,risks,
Basel Committee o
physical
physical
or environmental
or environmental
risks.risks.
(BCBS) in its “Th
Accord” (2001)
By Mahboob
By Mahboob
Ahmed
Ahmed

“the
he approach
to managing
managing
operacorrecting
correcting
the
errors
or improving
or improving
the Globalization
and and
deregulation
deregulation
in riskinof loss resu
to managing opera- he approach
correcting
theto errors
or operaimproving
the the errors
Globalization
and the
deregulation
inGlobalization
failedwith
internal proc
tional
risk isrisk
differs
differs
from from
that to
that
systems
systems
is disproportionate
isfinancial
disproportionate
to thetobenefit
the
benefitfinancial
financial
markets,
markets,
combined
combined
with
differs from that tional
systems
disproportionate
the
benefit
markets,
combined
with
from external ev
applied
to
to other
types
of
of riskthey their
will
theyreceive
will increased
receive
and also
anddetermines
also determines
their their
increased
sophistication
sophistication
in financial
in or
financial
other types of risk applied
they
willother
receive
andtypes
alsorisk
determines
sophistication
in increased
financial
because
itappetite
isused
not to
used
generate
to generate
profit.profit.
In Inappetite
appetite
for operational
for
operational
risk. have
risk. introducedtechnology,
technology,
have have
introduced
introduced
more more
o generatebecause
profit.
Init is not
for
operational
risk.
technology,
more
This covers th
contrast,
contrast,
creditcredit
risk isrisk
exploited
is exploited
by lending
by lending
complexities
into the
intoactivities
the activities
of banks
of banks
xploited by
lending
complexities into the activities complexities
of banks
growing
institutions
institutions
to create
profit,
market
market
risk isrisk
SinceofSince
the and
mid-1990s,
the therefore
mid-1990s,
thetheir
topics
therisk
topics
ofprofiles.
ofandThese
therefore
and therefore
their their
risk profiles.
risk profiles.
These
Theserisks faced
profit, market
risk
is to create
Since
theprofit,
mid-1990s,
the istopics
exploited
exploited
by traders
by traders
and
fund
managers,
managers,
risk and
risk
credit
and credit
risk have
risk been
have
been
theandthe
reasons
reasons
underscore
underscore
banksbanks
and supervisors
and supervisors
nd fund managers,
market
risk fund
and credit
risk havemarket
beenmarket
the
reasons
underscore
banks
supervisors
• and
insurance
and insurance
risk isrisk
exploited
exploited
by
insurers.
byand
insurers.
subject
subject
of much
ofgrowing
much
debatedebate
and research,
and
withgrowing
growing
on the
onidentification
the identification
and
xploited byand
insurers.
subject
ofismuch
debate
research,
with
focus
on research,
the with
identification
andfocusfocus
They They
all
all however,
operational
operational
risk
riskthe result
the result
thatmeasurement
financial
that financial
institutions
have have
measurement
of operational
of operational
risk. risk.
age operational
riskhowever,
the manage
resultmanage
that
financial
institutions
have
ofinstitutions
operational
risk.measurement
to keep
to keep
losses
losses
withinwithin
their their
riskprogress
appetite
risk appetite
-mademade
significant
significant
progress
progress
in theinidentificathe identificatheir risk appetite
made
significant
in- the identificathe amount
thetoamount
oftion,
risk
ofmeasurement
they
risk are
theyprepared
are and
prepared
to
totion, tion,
measurement
and management
and management
of Events
such such
as the
as September
the September
11 11
hey are prepared
management
of measurement
Events
such
as the of
September
11Events
accept
accept
in pursuit
inboth
pursuit
of their
of objectives.
their
objectives.
WhatWhat
both both
these
forms
forms
of risks.
of
risks.
However,
However,
it istrading
it isterrorist
terrorist
attacks,
attacks,
roguerogue
trading
trading
losseslosses
eir objectives.
What
these
forms
of risks.
However,
it
is these
terrorist
attacks,
rogue
losses
thisorganmeans
this means
in practical
in practical
termsterms
is thatthat
isorganthatthe
organworth
mentioning
mentioning
thatPakistan
the
thatnear
thein
collapse
near
collapse
KSE
at KSE
Pakistan
Pakistan
in 2008,
in 2008,
AIB (Allied
AIB (Allied
terms is that
worth
mentioning
nearworth
collapse
at KSE
2008,
AIBat(Allied
izations
acceptaccept
that
their
people,
processes
processes
of theofU.S.
the financial
U.S.
financial
system
system
in
September
in September
Irish
Irish
Bank),
Bank),
National
National
Australia
Australia
Bank,Bank,
eir people, izations
processes
ofthat
thetheir
U.S.people,
financial
system
in September
Irish
Bank),
National
Australia
Bank,
•
and losses
systems
and systems
are
imperfect
areand
imperfect
and that
and
losses
that losses
2008 2008
and
recent
recent
financial
financial
collapse
collapse
to highlight
to highlight
the fact
the fact
that that
the
the
fect and that
2008
recent
financial
collapse
in and
serve
to highlight
theinfactinserve
that serve
the
will will
arise arise
from
from
errorserrors
and
ineffective
ineffectivePortugal
clear
is a clear
indication
indication
that that
our ourscope
scope
of risk
of risk
management
management
extends
extends
rs and ineffective
Portugal
is and
a clear
indication
that Portugal
our is a scope
of risk
management
extends
size
Theto
ofsize
theofloss
themarket
they
loss they
are
areability
ability
toismeasure
tobeyond
measure
market
market
and credit
andmarket
credit
risk isrisk
isbeyond
beyond
merely
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market
market
and and
creditcredit
of the lossoperations.
theyoperations.
are The
ability
measure
and credit
risk
merely
and
credit
tofrom
accept
because
because
the cost
the of
cost offar from
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perfect.
perfect.
risk. risk.
ecause theprepared
costprepared
of to accept
far
perfect.
risk.
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Theoflist
of (and,
risks (and,
importantd, more importantThe list
risks
more more
importantly,scale
the scale
of these
by banks
ks) faced ly,
bythe
banks
of these
risks)risks)
facedfaced
by banks
today
includes
system
failures,
, system today
failures,
includes
fraud,fraud,
system
failures,
terrorism
employee
compensation
yee compensation
terrorism
and and
employee
compensation
claims.
of are
riskgenerally
are generally
risk are claims.
generally
TheseThese
typestypes
of risk
classified
the term
'operational•
term 'operational
classified
under
• under
the term
'operational
risk'.identification
The identification
and measurement
and measurement
risk'. The
and measurement
of operational
is aand
reallive
andissue
live issue
real and of
liveoperational
issue
risk isrisk
a real
for modern-day
particularly
, particularly
for modern-day
since
banks,banks,
particularly
since since
the
the Basel
Committee
sel Committee
the decision
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by thebyBasel
Committee
on on
Banking
(BCBS)
n (BCBS)
Banking
to Supervision
• Supervision
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to to•
introduce
a capital
forrisk
thisasrisk as
rge for this
introduce
risk
as a capital
chargecharge
for this
part
the capital
new capital
adequacy
al adequacy
partframeof
theofnew
adequacy
frame-framework work
(Basel(Basel
II). II).
•
•
DEFINING
OPERATIONAL
RISK:
TIONALDEFINING
RISK:
OPERATIONAL
RISK:

To facilitate
themanagement
risk management
decision•
nagementTo
decision
facilitate
the• risk
decision
process
in large
corporations,
the overall
rations, the
process
overall
in large
corporations,
the overall
risk faced
by these
institutions
is subdividtutions is risk
subdividfaced
by these
institutions
is subdivided into
different
risk categories.
categories.
ed These
into
different
risk categories.
TheseThese
categories
are defined
through
different
through categories
different
are defined
through
different
causes
and/or
effects.
In banking
the banking
. In the causes
banking
and/or
effects.
In the
market
is defined
is defined
industry,
as industry,
the market
risk isriskdefined
as theas the
systemic
inherent
in capital
the capital
nt in thesystemic
capital
risk risk
inherent
in the
market,
it isrisk
thethat
riskisthat
not diversi-•
that is not
market,
diversii.e. it i.e.
is• the
notisdiversifiable
through
trading
in financial
ing in fiable
financial
through
trading
in financial
Credit
is defined
as loss
is defined
contracts.
as contracts.
loss Credit
risk isrisk
defined
as loss
exposures
duecounterparties’
to counterparties’
default
nterparties’
exposures
default
due to
default
on contracts.
on contracts.

is inherent
with
As a response
the idiosyncrasy
of operastood.stood.
ThisAsThis
inherent
with
the theAs
aisresponse
to the
idiosyncrasy
of operaa response
to thetoidiosyncrasy
of operacomplexity
theit systems
being
used,
it seems
reasonable
complexity
of theof
systems
being
used,
tional
risk,
seems
much
more
reasonable
tionaltional
risk, itrisk,
seems
muchmuch
more more
reasonable
in which
security
flaws
are
discovered
to internally
and categorize
in which
security
are discovered
to us
toflaws
internally
define
and categorize
to us toto usinternally
definedefine
and categorize
and exploited
day
operational
riskitsfor
its management.
and exploited
everyevery
dayrisk
operational
for its management.
operational
Over
risk for
management.
Over Over
thetoyears,
last years,
in started
fact started
the last years, banks in fact started
the last
banksbanks
in fact
to to
• Large-scale
acquisitions,
mergers,
operational
risk based
Large-scale
acquisitions,
mergers,
internally
define operational
riskinternally
basedinternally
on definedefine
operational
risk based
on on
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and
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and effects
related
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specific
de-mergers
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effects related
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specific
and effects
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specific
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A possible
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viability
ofexposure.
new
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integrated
A or
possible
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A possible
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havefollowing
the following
structure:
systems
have the following structure: have the
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The
emergence
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large-volume
service
providers
creates
large-volume
service
providers
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the need
for continual;
•
•
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of high-grade
internal
Maintenance
of high-grade
internal
controls
and back-up
systems
controls
and back-up
systems
•
•
• Banks
engage
risk mitigation
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mightmight
engage
in riskinmitigation
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collateral,
techniques
(e.g. (e.g.
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creditcredit
derivatives,
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derivatives,
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•netting
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to optimize
asset asset
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to optimize
their their
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to market
riskcredit
and credit
exposure
to market
risk and
risk risk
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inmight
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produce
but which
in turn
produce
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risklegal
(e.g. risk)
legal risk)
formsforms
of risk•of(e.g.
•

• Operations
to transaction
Operations
risk risk
due due
to transaction
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failures,
roguerogue
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etc. etc.
• Physical
risktodue
or damage
Physical
risk due
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such as
buildings
or computers
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risktodue
to internal
and external
Crime
risk due
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risktodue
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Legal/liability
risk due
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practices,
workplace
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practices,
workplace
safety,safety,
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the regulatory
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in theinregulatory
environment
• Country
risktodue
to severe
changes
Country
risk due
severe
changes
in in
the political
system
the political
system

• Growing
of outsourcing
arrangeGrowing
use ofuseoutsourcing
arrangeand
the
participation
in clearing
A way
of abstracting
mentsments
and the
in clearing
Aparticipation
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of abstracting
from Amajor
way
of abstracting
from from
majormajor
and settlement
systems
can mitigate
incidents
involve
a bank-internal
and settlement
systems
caninvolve
mitigate
incidents
could
a bank-internal
incidents
couldcould
involve
a bank-internal
risks
butalso
can
also present
signifireporting
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incidents
and observasome some
risks but
can
signifireporting
of present
minor
incidents
andreporting
observaof minor
incidents
and observacant other
risks
to banks.
tions,
lead
to a better
undercant other
risks
banks.
tions,to
which
would lead to a better
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underwhichwhich
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lead to
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understanding
the underlying
risk structures
standing of the underlying risk structures
standing
of theofunderlying
risk structures
respect
to operational
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OPERATIONAL RISK APPROACHES
Approach
Calculation
of Capital
Charge

Qualifying
Criteria

Basic Indicator
Approach
•

Average of gross income
over three years as
indicator
• Capital charge equals
15% of that indicator

•
•

No speciﬁc criteria
Compliance with the
Basel Committee’s
“Sound Practices for
the Management and
Supervision of
Operational Risk”
recommended

Advanced Measurement
Approaches

Standardized Approach
• Gross income per regulatory
business line as indicator
• Depending on business line,12%,
15%, or 18% of that indicator as
capital charge
• Total capital charge equals sum of
charge per business line

• Capital charge equals internally
generated measure based on:

•

Same as Standardized, plus:

•
•
•

Active involvement of board of
directors and senior management
Existence of OpRisk management
function
Sound OpRisk management system
Systematic tracking of loss data

- Internal

loss data

- External loss data
- Scenario analysis
- Business environment and
internal control factors

•
•

•

Measurement integrated in
day-to-day risk management
Review of management and
measurement processes by
internal/external audit
Numerous quantitative
standards -in particular 3-5
years of historic data

“Many organizations
now collect data on
operational losses - for
example through
system failure or fraud
- and are using this
data to model operational risk and to calculate a capital reserve
against future operational losses”

confidential customer information,
confidential
confidential
and
customer
its customer
many sources.
information,
information,
Historically,
and
organiits
and
many
its many
sources.
• Standardized
sources.
Historically,
Historically,
organiorgani•
• on
Approach
- based
improper trading activities on the
improper
bank’s
improper
trading
zations
trading
activities
have
activities
accepted
on the
onbank’s
the
operational
bank’szations
riskzations
as
have have
accepted
accepted
operational
operational
asrisk
annual
revenue
ofrisk
each
of asthe broad
account, money laundering andaccount,
saleaccount,
of money
an
money
laundering
unavoidable
laundering
and
costsale
and
of of
doing
sale ofan
business.
unavoidable
an unavoidable
cost cost
of lines
doing
of ofdoing
business.
business.Institution
business
the
Financial
unauthorized products.
unauthorized
unauthorized
products.
Manyproducts.
organizations now collectMany
dataMany
organizations
on organizations
now collect
now collect
data on
data on
operational losses - for exampleoperational
through
operational
losses
• Advanced
losses
- for -example
forMeasurement
example
through
through
•
•
ApproachesDamage to Physical Assets: ForDamage
example,
Damage
to Physical
system
to Physical
Assets:
failure
Assets:
or
Forfraud
example,
For- example,
and are using
system
system
this
failurefailure
or fraud
or fraud
-on
andthe
-are
and
using
are using
this developed
this
based
internally
risk
terrorism, vandalism, earthquakes,
terrorism,
fires
terrorism,
vandalism,
data
vandalism,
to model
earthquakes,
earthquakes,
operational
fires fires
riskdata
anddata
totomodel
to model
operational
operational
risk
and
risk to
andof tothe bank
measurement
framework
and floods.
and floods.
and floods.
calculate a capital reserve against
calculate
future
calculate
a capital
a adhering
capital
reserve
reserve
against
future
future (methto against
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prescribed
operational losses.
operational
operational
losses.ods
losses.
include scenario-based, scorecard etc.)
Business Disruptions and Business
System
Business
Disruptions
Disruptions
and and
System
System
Failures: This includes hardware
Failures:
Failures:
and ThisMETHODS
This
includes
includes
hardware
OF
hardware
OPERATIONAL
and andMETHODS
METHODS
PRINCIPLES
OF OF
OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL
OF OPERATIONAL
PRINCIPLES
PRINCIPLES
OF O
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software
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failures,
RISK
failures,
MANAGEMENT:
telecommunication
telecommunicationRISKRISK
MANAGEMENT:
MANAGEMENT:
RISK MANAGEMENT:
RISKRISK
MANAGEMEN
MANAGEM
problems and utility outages. problems
problems
and utility
and utility
outages.
outages.
Basel II and various supervisory Basel
bodies
Basel
IIofandIIvarious
and
Hazard
various
supervisory
Identification
supervisory
bodiesbodies
of
– using
ofHazard
strict
Hazard
Identification
Identifica
Execution, Delivery and ProcessExecution,
ManageExecution,
Delivery
theDelivery
countries
and Process
and Process
have
Manageprescribed
Manage-thevarious
countries
the countries
traditional
have have
prescribed
procedures
prescribed
various
what
various
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traditional
more
traditional
procedures
procedu
w
ment: For example, data entry
ment:
errors,
ment:
For example,
For
soundness
example,
data
standards
data
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for
errors,
Operational
errors,soundness
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soundness
standards
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more
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hazards
for Operational
with
Risk
theRisk
one
andofmore
and
the more
hazards
hazards
with
collateral management failures, incomplete
collateral
collateral
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management
failures,
failures,
for
incomplete
banks
incomplete
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and
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similar
operations
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following
basic basic
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access
documentation,
legal
to documentation,
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unapproved
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complement
To complement
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analysis
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theor financial
or financ
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capital calculation for Operational
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poor
Management
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management
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and and
risk risk
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Risk Evaluation – it is made inRisk
orderRisk
Evaluation
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governance exposure.
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LEVELS OF OPERATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT
In Depth
Deliberate
It is relatively straightforwardIt for
is Itrelatively
anis relatively
straightforward
straightforward
for an
for an
depth
risk management
is used Deliberate risk management is
organization to set and observeorganization
specific,
organization
to setIntoand
set observe
and
observe
specific,
specific,
before
project
is implemented,
measurable levels of market risk and
measurable
credit
measurable
levelslevels
of
market
ofa market
risk and
risk
credit
and credit used at routine periods through
when
thereexist
is plenty
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to plan the implementation of a project
risk because models exist whichrisk
attempt
because
risk because
models
models
exist
which
which
attempt
prepare.
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depth or process. Examples include
to predict the potential impact of
to market
predict
to predict
the potential
theandpotential
impact
impact
of market
ofinmarket
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of or changes
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cost
the cost
of
of quality assurance, on-the-job
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credit. It should be noted however
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that
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It should
be
noted
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however
however
that that
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and
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briefs,
these models are only as good
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as these
the
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only
are only
as personal
good
as good
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underlying assumptions, and a large
underlying
part
underlying
assumptions,
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and aand
large
a large
part part checks.
equipment.
of the recent financial crisis aroseofbecause
theofrecent
the recent
financial
financial
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because
because
the valuations generated by these
themodels
valuations
the valuations
generated
generated
by these
by these
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for particular types of investments
for particular
were
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of investments
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were were
based on incorrect assumptions. basedbased
on incorrect
on incorrect
assumptions.
assumptions.

By contrast, it is relatively difficult
By contrast,
toBy contrast,
it is relatively
it is relatively
difficult
difficult
to to
identify or assess levels of operational
identify
identify
riskor assess
or assess
levelslevels
of operational
of operational
risk risk
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Time Critical
Time critical risk management is used
during

operational

exercises

or

execution of tasks. It is deﬁned as the
eﬀective

use

of

all

available

resources by individuals, crews, and
teams to safely and eﬀectively
accomplish the mission or task using
risk management concepts when
time and resources are limited.
Examples of tools used includes
execution check-lists and change
management. This requires a high
degree of situational awareness.

OPERATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT MATURITY MODEL
Initial

Maturity Level

Managed

Deﬁned

Quantitatively Managed

Optimized

Criteria
Management recognizes that Operational Risk Management
needs to be addressed but there are no standardized
processes in place and Operational Risk issues (such as major
losses) are only addressed reactively.
Management is aware of Operational Risk Management issues,
and selected processes have been identiﬁed and implemented
but standardized measurement has not been implemented
across the organization.
Standardized Operational Risk Management processes are in
place across the organization, performance is being monitored
but root cause analysis of problems is only occasionally being
applied.
Standardized processes are in place and responsibilities and
process ownerships are clearly deﬁned. Operational Risk
Management processes are aligned with business strategy.
Quantitative measurements, such as Key Risk Indicators (KRI),
are in place for all processes and economic capital is being
allocated against these measures. However, there are no
continuous improvement programs in place to align
Operational Risk with the organization’s ‘risk appetite’.
‘Best practice’ Operational Risk Management processes are in
place and are closely aligned with business strategies. Costs
and beneﬁts of Operational Risk Management are deﬁned, are
balanced against risks and are communicated and applied
across the whole organization.

evaluation matrix in order to make the
risk a priority, from the biggest to the
smallest.
The Analysis of the Risk Control Measures – it is made in order to develop the
management of each type of risk. A good
evaluation is made only if the control
options are explored at macro level and
the hazard control is identified.
The Control Decisions - they must be
taken by the proper person and at the
proper time on the basis of proper support
and data but knowing the financial
authority for taking decisions, the limits
and the risks that must be taken into
account.
The Risk Control Implementationsupposes the implementation of the
developed strategies. These strategies
define: the individual responsibilities, the

accountancy and the involvement of each
person. They have as a result a positive
impact on the mission and the existence of
a more supportive package.
The Surveillance and Monitoring –
suppose a systematic evaluation of the
mission oriented on performing results of
the operational risk management
determined in real time and on valid data
for future applications. To accomplish the
conditions of a good evaluation , there has
to exist a direct risk measure and a
feedback mechanism.
COMPONENTS OF OPERATION
RISK MANAGEMENT UNDER
ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT:
Internal Environment: establishing the
‘tone’ of an organization, including “risk
management philosophy and risk

”The greater use of more highly automated technology has the potential to
transform risks from manual processing errors to system failure risks, as
greater reliance is placed on globally
integrated systems”

appetite, integrity and ethical values, and
the environment in which they operate”.
Objective Setting: ensuring that
“management has in place a process to set
objectives and that the chosen objectives
support and align with the entity’s
mission and are consistent with its risk
appetite”.
Event Identification: identifying internal
and external events (i.e. risks and opportunities) that effect the achievement of a
firm’s objectives.
Risk Assessment: analyzing risks “considering likelihood and impact, as a basis for
determining how they should be managed.”
Risk Response: selecting ‘responses’ to
identified risks and developing “a set of
actions to align risks with the entity’s risk
tolerances and risk appetite”.
Control Activities: establishing and
implementing policies and procedures “to
help ensure the risk responses are
effectively carried out.”
Information and Communication:
identifying, capturing and communicating information that is relevant “in a form
and timeframe that enable people to carry
out their responsibilities.”
Monitoring: Monitor the risk management process and modifying the process
as necessary.
Until recently, the banking industry
used to forget the management of operational risk. These risks considered to be
qualitative rather than quantitative. Its
importance increased when Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision in its
1988 paper stated that most big losses in
banking industry resulted from internal
control weakness. At same time, the
example of bankruptcies shows that there
is a real important kind of risk different
from market or credit risk.
These risks, defined as unquantifiable
risk, every risk not market or credit risk or
losses from inadequate or failed internal
processes, people or systems, or even external
events must be measured by latest methods.
Nevertheless, there are many aspects almost
impossible to quantify i.e. human resource,
technology (especially e-banking), or
reputation since they are qualitative.
Journal of The Institute of Bankers Pakistan
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COMMERCIAL
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BANKING
Problems
Problemsand
andSolutions
Solutions
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By Sabir
Dr. Sabir
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his property
afterdeath,
his death,
the person
of hisofproperty
after his
the person
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is called
the executor.
.
so named
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the executor.
.
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of Bakar,
of Bakar,
the the
A(a)current
A current
account
account
in theinpersonal
the personal
deceased.
deceased.
Zaid Zaid
drawsdraws
a cheque
a cheque
but its
but its
namename
of Mr.ofAurangzeb
Mr. Aurangzeb
KhanKhan
with with
payment
payment
is stopped
is stopped
by Umar.
by Umar.
Will Will
the the
creditcredit
balance;
balance;
cheque
cheque
be paid?
be paid?
In case
In stop
case stop
payment
payment
instructions
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are withdrawn
are withdrawn
by Zaid,
by Zaid,
will will
A(b)TDR
A TDR
in theinname
the name
of Aurangzeb
of Aurangzeb
the cheque
the cheque
be paid
be now?
paid now?
KhanKhan
maturing
maturing
after nine
aftermonths;
nine months;
and and

(b)
(c) A(c)packet
A packet
kept kept
in safe
in custody
safe custody
the the
The duties
and rights
of both
The duties
and rights
of both
the the
contents
contents
of which
of which
are not
areknown.
not known.
administrator
andexecutor
the executor
are almost
administrator
and the
are almost
the same.
The difference
lies in
only
the same.
The difference
lies only
thein the One Mr.
OneAhsan
Mr. Ahsan
approaches
you claimapproaches
you claimmanner
of their
appointment.
manner
of their
appointment.
ingthe
thatdeceased
the deceased
had nominated
ing that
had nominated
him him
(c)
to conduct
and manage
his property
to conduct
and manage
his property
after after
Mr. Aitebar
has thehis death,
One One
Mr. Aitebar
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has the
his death,
and therefore
he wants
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he wants
to layto lay
following
overdrawn
accountshandshands
following
overdrawn
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his funds
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with the
WhatWhat
at branch.
your branch.
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be action
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this situation?
will be
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in thisinsituation?

In
(b)theInabove
the above
case, case,
Zaid Zaid
and Umar
and Umar
authorize
authorize
an outsider
an outsider
to operate
to operate
the the
account.
account.
Will Will
this be
thisadmitted
be admitted
by by
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If not,Ifwhy
not,not?
why not?
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deal the
withproperty
the property
of of
late Bakar.
late Bakar.
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the title
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(d)
(i) Account
(i) Account
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is inpersonal
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of of
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to show
the will
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balance
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probate
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BANKING

MOBILE BANKING
Gaining Traction in Rising Economies
By Mohammed Arifeen

Since the introduction of branchless banking through cellular technology, Pakistan has
seen a major increase in the number of mobile banking users. According to State Bank
reports, in terms of mobile banking, the number of transactions has increased whereas
the value of these transactions has risen.

he mobile sector makes a substantial contribution to
Pakistani government revenues. It accounted for 7
percent of the $31.5 billion in tax revenue collected in
2013. It is significant to know that while high taxation on the
mobile sector may deliver short-term benefits for government but
in the long- term it is ultimately detrimental.
As per latest SBP data, there were nearly 2 million registered
mobile banking users in Pakistan as of December 2015. These
numbers have been gradually increasing. During the September-December quarter last year, mobile banking users initiated
some 1.5 million transactions. Nearly Rs 24 billion rupees moved
in the banking system thanks to mobile banking that quarter.

Besides there were about 13 million non-financial transactions
using mobile banking channels, the value of which is unreported
by the SBP.
No doubt mobile sector in Pakistan has enabled millions of
people to be connected and have access to latest information. This
growth of mobile industry will be highly productive for both
social and economic development of the country.
Mobile industry has the potential to increase the economic
and social development of Pakistan in order to meet the objectives
of PTA Vision 2025. According to GSMA Intelligence and World
Bank report, 1 percent increase in mobile penetration can lead to

“The 3G/4G
spectrum has
revolutionized
the lifestyle in
Pakistan and is
playing an important role in
the socio- economic development”
Journal of The Institute of Bankers Pakistan
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FINANCING
HEALTH
Overcoming the Catastrophe
By Sarah Sayani
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The article reviews Health Financinghe
from
the of
perspective
of Financing he Power of Health-care Financing
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health financing
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cantlyand
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ly collected from citizens. Therefore,
any of the
five of South
Middlesocial
East and
Africa.private
Today, all across
world,
Middlethe
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and Health
Africa. Today, all across the world, Health
financing method- general revenue,
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Financing
is at cross-roads
with
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budgetary with crisis of efficiency in budgetary
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and direct
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thecrisis of
allocation.
pace of
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accelerates,
allocative
allocation.
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efficiency
and equity
pattern in health-care
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efficiency spending
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of the financing
creates
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Health-Care
the systemHealth-Care
of
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Financing is the system of
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socio-economic
political Financing
mobilizing
money
to fund
health sector
activitiesmoney
and evaluates
mobilizing
to fund health sector activities and evaluates
system? And
to what
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how this money is used in the system i.e.
functioning on allocation.
The progress of health-care financing
in the world today is fundamentally
linked to improving the performance of
health system and quality of human life.
The promise of health-care financing is
that it will make money available; pools
risk, equalize the financial burden and
control health-care cost. But if this promise is compromised then the health system
is endangered with impoverishment of
population from catastrophic health
expenditure, lower access to health care
and reduction in health status of the
population. Moving the country forward
in achieving its Millennium Development
Goals targets and most recent Sustainable
Development Goals prescribed by United
Nation, to which “Good Health and
Well-Being” ranks third target to achieve
in the next 15 years. Therefore, it is critical
to answer what can be the possible reason
for health financing system failure to
improve health status and quality of
human life?

Table 1: Health-care Financing Sources in Pakistan (Rs. in Millions)
Sources

2007-08

2009-10

2011-12

% of 2011-12

Federal Government

28,769

52,470

41,653

7.5%

Provincial Governments

27,244

47,180

105,515

19.0%

Districts/Tehsil Bodies

23,316

29,572

42,225

7.6%

Autonomous Bodies/Cooperation

6,843

8,277

9,343

1.7%

Total Public Sources

86,172

137,499

198,736

35.8%

OOP

228,108

273,015

304,944

55.0%

Employer Funds

3,765

5,053

7,734

1.4%

Local/National NGOs

24,261

27,738

33,474

6.0%

Total Private Sources

256,134

305,806

346,152

62.4%

Official Donor Agencies

4,388

5,098

9,565

1.7%

Grant Total

346,694

448,403

554,453

100.0%

Public Sources

Private Sources

Source: National Health Accounts, Pakistan Bureau of Statistics

out of pocket expenditure and 10 per cent
funded from miscellaneous sources.

health-care financing is reducing the
possibility that individuals will be unable
to pay for their health expenditures or will
be impoverished while doing so.

The global health challenges occur
against a milieu of poverty, unstable
economic growth and political uncertainty. The meager response to threatening
diseases is exacerbated when money raised
through any financing mode gets exploited thus immersing societies with
catastrophic health expenditure. Evidence
from HIES micro-data 2010-11 shows
that 6.6 per cent and average PKR 4,938
amount of income is spent on health
expenditure among poorest quintile of
population.

National Health Accounts, Pakistan
Bureau of Statistics, GoP, (2012) shows
that in Pakistan 55 per cent of health
expenditure is financed from out of
pocket expenditure and only 36 per cent
are from Government sources, exacerbating quality of life of its population.
Pakistan along with other developing
countries is struggling to streamline
health-care financing to save impoverished population from catastrophic health
expenditure. Primary agenda of

OECD Health Data (2002) revealed
that the United Kingdom is commonly
assumed to rely on general revenues to
finance its health system. In actual, only
76 per cent of country’s health funds are
from general revenue, 12 per cent are
contribution from social insurance, 10 per
cent are from private insurance and 2 per
cent are from out of pocket expenditure or
patient contributions. Lower contribution from public makes the system
relatively sustainable and contributing to
improve quality of life of its population.
On the other hand, India had the same
perception for relying mostly on tax
revenues to finance health system.
However, statistics shows that only 20 per
cent of health expenditure is financed
from tax revenues, about 70 per cent from

Chart 1: Relative Share of Health Expenditure out of Consolidated (Federal and Provinces)
Health Expenditure
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Source: Public Health Accounts

Among the provinces highest share of
spending is seen in KPK with lowest in
Baluchistan. The Public Sector spending
on health has increased on provincial level
in post-devolution era (2011).
Irrespective of the increase in health
expenditure by provinces, remarkably by
Sindh over the years, the province is still
faced with distributional inefficiency. The

getary Allocation
Sindh Health Budgetary Allocation
below, shows 2013-2014
that
chart 2 below, shows that
structure Developfocus is given on Infrastructure Developrn on fundingment
for with least concern on funding for
Initiatives, Drug
Preventive Program Initiatives, Drug
hening Transport
Supply and strengthening Transport
r referrals that system
can affordability for referrals that can
ation-based public
help to ensure population-based public
h-care provision
health.
to Attracting health-care provision to
mmunities requires
rural and marginal communities requires
financing system
that the health-care financing system
strategies towards
revamps its financing strategies towards
table health-care
efficient and equitable health-care
interventions.

Chart 2: Sindh Existing Share of Budgetary Allocation 2013-2014
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andhealth system. The efficiency and
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is
of any health system is
Source: Situation Analysis for Post Devolution Health Sector Strategy of Sindh Province-2011
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Gilgit, Hunza-Nagar and Ghizat districts.
Gilgit, Hunza-Nagar
and Ghizat
districts.
Table 2: Measuring
Outcome
on Equity Parameter

The micro health insurance packageThe micro
health insurance
package
Dimensions
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Equity
Vertical Equity
of AKAM was designed to safeguard poor
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disqualified
disqualified
to mount
to mountin interest
rate has
impact:
in interest
ratetwo-fold
has two-fold
impact:
the victory
the victory
stand.stand.
It is It
tantamount
is tantamount
to a to a
impact
impact
is onisnet
on interest
net interest
replicareplica
of a stagnant
of a stagnant
organization
organization
unableunable
to to• immediate
• immediate
income;
and and
adequately
adequately
meet meet
the credit
the credit
needsneeds
of a viable
of a viable income;
society.
society.
impact
impact
is onis bank’s
on bank’s
net net
• long-term
• long-term
Conversely,
Conversely,
a financial
a financial
organization
organization worthworth
since since
economic
economic
valuesvalues
of assets,
of assets,rate risk
rateare
riskdefault
are default
on theonpart
the of
part
counter
of counter
exposed
exposed
to antoun-managed
an un-managed
risk isrisk
likeis alike a liabilities,
liabilities,
and off-balance
and off-balance
sheet sheet
itemsitemspartiesparties
and sovereign
and sovereign
or country
or country
risks. risks.
propeller-devoid
propeller-devoid
boat drifting
boat drifting
in turbulent
in turbulent are affected
are affected
by interest-rate
by interest-rate
variation.
variation.
waters,
waters,
ordained
ordained
to drown
to drown
one day.
one day.
Equity
Equity
Price Price
Risk:Risk:
This This
category
category
of of
Assessment
of interest-rate
risk risk
is a is amarket
Assessment
of interest-rate
market
risk refers
risk refers
to thetoloss
theinloss
earnings
in earnings
or or
Risk Risk
Defined:
Defined:
State State
Bank Bank
of Pakistan
of Pakistan
in intwo-fold
phenomenon,
as under:
two-fold
phenomenon,
as under:
to thetoimpairment
the impairment
in theincapital
the capital
occurred
occurred
BSD Circular
BSD Circular
# 07 dated
# 07 dated
15th August
15th August
2013 2013
due todue
thetoadverse
the adverse
changes
changes
in theinvalue
the value
of of
Approach:
Approach:
UnderUnder
this thisequityequity
has defined
has defined
risk asrisk
“a as
possibility
“a possibility
that the
that the• Earning
• Earning
related
related
portfolios
portfolios
of a of
financial
a financial
approach,
the interest
the interest
rate rate
risk risk
is isinstitution.
outcome
outcome
of an of
action
an action
or event
or event
couldcould
bring bring approach,
institution.
measured
apropos
apropos
the the
difference
difference
up adverse
up adverse
impacts”.
impacts”.
In simple
In simple
words,words,
risk isrisk is measured
between
total interest
total interest
expense
expense
and the
and theMARKET-RISK
the adverse
the adverse
effecteffect
of an action
of an action
or event.
or event.
This This between
MARKET-RISK
MANAGMENT;
MANAGMENT;
may either
may either
be in the
be inform
the of
form
lossofofloss
earnings
of earnings total interest
total interest
revenue.
revenue.
or as impairment
or as impairment
in bank’s
in bank’s
abilityability
to meet
to its
meet its
Strategy
Strategy
Formation:
Formation:
Prerequisite
Prerequisite
of of
business
business
objectives,
objectives,
whichwhich
hinders
hinders
its its• Economic
• Economic
Value Value
Approach:
Approach:
Economic
Economicmarket-risk
market-risk
management-strategy
management-strategy
is theis the
ongoing
ongoing
business
business
and curtails
and curtails
its potential
its potential value value
quantification
of theoflevel
theof
level
riskofanrisk
organian organiof a bank
of a refers
bank refers
to theto
present
the present
value valuequantification
to capitalize
to capitalize
on theonopportunities
the opportunities
subscribsubscrib- of its future
is susceptible
is susceptible
to assume.
to assume.
This This
of its future
cash flows,
cash flows,
whichwhich
is affected
is affectedzationzation
ing toing
growth.
to growth.
synchronizes
with the
with
capital
the capital
of theof
organithe organiboth both
by changes
by changes
in thein quantum
the quantum
of ofsynchronizes
and the
andother
the other
risks itrisks
is exposed
it is exposed
to. to.
futurefuture
cash flows
cash flows
and the
anddiscount
the discount
rate ratezationzation
Market
Market
Risk:Risk:
RisksRisks
are multi-natural
are multi-natural
and and used for
used
determining
for determining
present
present
value.value.
multi-directional.
multi-directional.
Of these,
Of these,
one isone
categois categoOnceOnce
the market-risk
the market-risk
appetite
appetite
of theof the
rized rized
as market
as market
risk which
risk which
denotes
denotes
adverse
adverseForexForex
Rate Rate
Risk:Risk:
Impact
of adverse
Impact
of adverseorganization
organization
has been
has been
determined,
determined,
the the
effectseffects
on banks’
on banks’
assetsassets
as a asresult
a result
of ofmovements
in currency
exchange
rates on
movements
in currency
exchange
rates onstrategy
strategy
for taking
for taking
such risk
suchisrisk
formulated
is formulated
movements
movements
in market
in market
rates or
rates
prices.
or prices.
the value
of foreign
currency
open open
position
the value
of foreign
currency
positionwith with
a viewa view
to maximizing
to maximizing
returns
returns
“at or“at or
is categorized
as Foreign
Exchange
Rate Ratebelowbelow
is categorized
as Foreign
Exchange
such level.”
such level.”
Market
Market
risk tends
risk tends
to reflect
to reflect
in securities
in securitiesRisk, Risk,
or Forex
Rate Risk.
or Forex
Rate Risk.
portfolio
portfolio
and in
andsuch
in such
otherother
instruments
instruments
Further,
Further,
the market-risk
the market-risk
management
management
whichwhich
are incidental
are incidental
to brisk
to brisk
trade.trade.
Impact
of variation
in exchange
rates on
Impact
of variation
in exchange
rates onstrategy
strategy
should
should
fall in
fall line
in line
with with
the the
forward
deals also
part ofpart
exchange
rate rateeconomic
forward
dealsforms
also forms
of exchange
economic
conditions
conditions
of the
of country,
the country,
Market
Market
risk may
risk may
also also
arise arise
out of
out ofrisk. Other
components
of foreign
exchange
risk. Other
components
of foreign
exchangevolatility
volatility
of theofmarket
the market
in which
in which
it willit will
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predominately
predominately
operate,
operate,
availability
availability
of ofStrength
Strength
and structural
and structural
components
components
of thisof thisThe size
Theofsize
theofgap
thefor
gap
a given
for a given
time band
time band
is is
expertise
expertise
capable
capable
to meet
to meet
the expected
the expectedcommittee
committee
vary vary
from from
organization
organization
to torepresented
represented
by thebyequation
the equation
“ISA “ISA
minusminus
challenges
challenges
inherent
inherent
in market
in market
operations,
operations,organization,
organization,
depending
depending
upon upon
the size
theand
size andISL plus
ISLOBS
plus =
OBS
GAP”.
= GAP”.
If ISAIfexceeds
ISA exceeds
ISL, ISL,
and, above
and, above
all, the
all,institution’s
the institution’s
portfolio
portfoliovolume
volume
of theof business
the business
an organization
an organizationthe GAP
the GAP
is positive,
is positive,
and vice
andversa.
vice versa.
and elasticity
and elasticity
to diversification.
to diversification.
undertakes.
undertakes.
An interest
An interest
sensitive
sensitive
gap ratio
gap (IS
ratioGAP
(IS GAP
Finally,
Finally,
the strategy
the strategy
should
should
be periodibe periodi-Asset-Liability
Asset-Liability
Committee:
Committee:
State State
Bank Bank
of ofR) is R)
alsois an
alsoindicator
an indicator
of bank’s
of bank’s
interest
interest
cally reviewed,
cally reviewed,
revised
revised
wherewhere
needed,
needed,
and andPakistan
Pakistan
has recommended
has recommended
formation
formation
of ofrate risk
rateexposure
risk exposure
(IRR).(IRR).
promptly
promptly
communicated
communicated
downdown
the line
thetoline toan an
Asset-Liability
Asset-Liability
Committee
Committee
also. also.
the field
the force
field force
operating
operating
at theatimplementhe implemen-Functions
Functions
proposed
proposed
for this
for committee,
this committee,IS GAP
IS GAP
R = ISRGAP
= IS GAP
/ Bank’s
/ Bank’s
total assets
total assets
= =
tationtation
level. level.
commonly
commonly
known
known
as ALCO,
as ALCO,
are almost
are almostIRR IRR
identical
identical
to those
to those
of Risk-Management
of Risk-Management
Organizational
Organizational
Structure:
Structure:
Salient
Salient
compocompo-Committee.
Committee.
However,
However,
in a large
in a size
largeorgansize organ- Interest
Interest
Sensitive
Sensitive
RatioRatio
{ISR {ISR
= ISA= /ISA /
nentsnents
of the
of organizational
the organizational
structure
structureization
ization
with with
different
different
levelslevels
of hierarchy
of hierarchyISL} could
ISL} could
also be
also
a meaningful
be a meaningful
indicator
indicator
charged
charged
with with
devising
devising
and implementing
and implementingand and
with with
multiple
multiple
level level
organizational
organizationalof bank’s
of bank’s
position.
position.
the the
market-risk
market-risk
management
management
strategy
strategyset-up,set-up,
ALCO
ALCO
may also
may be
also
established
be established
to to
include:
include:
(i) Board
(i) Board
of Directors
of Directors
/ Senior
/ Seniormonitor
monitor
and oversea
and oversea
the performance
the performance
of of(b) Net
(b) Interest
Net Interest
Income:
Income:
Gap schedules
Gap schedules
Management;
Management;
(ii) (ii)
Risk Risk
Management
ManagementMarket-risk
Market-risk
Management
Management
functions.
functions.
By itsBy itscan provide
can provide
an estimate
an estimate
of changes
of changes
in in
Committee;
Committee;
(iii) Asset-Liability
(iii) Asset-Liability
CommitCommit-very nature,
very nature,
ALCO
ALCO
is assumed
is assumed
to have
to the
have thebank’sbank’s
net interest
net interest
income
income
givengiven
changes
changes
in in
tee; and
tee;(iv)
andThe
(iv)Middle
The Middle
Office.
Office.
powers
powers
of reviewing
of reviewing
and and
revising
revising
the theinterest
interest
rates. rates.
This can
Thisbecan
putbeinto
putainto
formua formuoveralloverall
Market
Market
Management
Management
Strategy
Strategy
of ofla as under:
la as under:
BoardBoard
of Directors
of Directors
/ Senior
/ Senior
Management:
Management:the organization
the organization
in theincontext
the context
of various
of various
The Head
The Head
of theofPlanning
the Planning
and Developand Develop-risks the
risksorganization
the organization
is exposed
is exposed
to. to.
(GAP)
(GAP)
(Change
(Change
in rate)
in =
rate)
Change
= Change
in NII.
in NII.
ment ment
Department,
Department,
or the
or department
the department
performing
performing
the same
the same
function
function
with with
any anyMiddle
Middle
Office:Office:
This This
set-upset-up
is a isrecent
a recent(c) Economic
(c) Economic
Value:Value:
Arrangement
Arrangement
of of
different
different
nomenclature,
nomenclature,
shall collect
shall collect
data, data,addition
addition
to various
to various
units units
performing
performing
risk riskassetsassets
and liabilities
and liabilities
in a GAP
in a GAP
analysis
analysis
can can
and based
and based
upon upon
it, prepare
it, prepare
the draft
the draftmanagement
management
functions
functions
at different
at different
levels.levels.be extended
be extended
to measure
to measure
change
change
in economin economstrategy
strategy
of market-risk
of market-risk
management,
management,
and andBasically,
Basically,
it performs
it performs
risk review
risk review
function
functionic value
ic value
of bank’s
of bank’s
assetsassets
due todue
change
to change
in in
submit
submit
it to the
it toBoard
the Board
of Directors
of Directors
(BOD)
(BOD)of day-to-day
of day-to-day
operation.
operation.
Nevertheless,
Nevertheless,
its itsinterest
interest
rates. rates.
for approval.
for approval.
The BOD,
The BOD,
after due
afterscrutiny,
due scrutiny,primeprime
concern
concern
relatesrelates
to treasury
to treasury
opera-operashall shall
approve
approve
the strategy
the strategy
and rebound
and rebound
it ittions tions
of a bank.
of a bank.
ThereThere
are also
aresome
also some
more more
sophisticated
sophisticated
for implementation
for implementation
to the
to department
the department
IRR IRR
measurement
measurement
systems
systems
employed
employed
by by
whichwhich
had initiated
had initiated
it. it.
Risk Risk
Measurement:
Measurement:
Nature
Nature
& Scope
& Scopebanksbanks
havinghaving
complex
complex
risk profiles.
risk profiles.
TheseThese
ThereThere
is a wide
is a wide
rangerange
of management
of management“simulation
“simulation
techniques”
techniques”
overcome
overcome
the the
AfterAfter
the BOD
the BOD
approves
approves
the strategy,
the strategy,techniques
techniques
available
available
ranging
ranging
from from
static staticlimitation
limitation
of static
of static
gap schedules.
gap schedules.
TheseThese
the the
seniorsenior
management
management
assumes
assumes
the themanagement
management
techniques
techniques
(GAP(GAP
analysis)
analysis)
to toundertake
undertake
detailed
detailed
assessment
assessment
of potential
of potential
responsibility
responsibility
of transforming
of transforming
it into
it intohighlyhighly
sophisticated
sophisticated
dynamic
dynamic
modelmodeleffectseffects
of changes
of changes
in interest
in interest
rates rates
on on
procedural
procedural
methodology
methodology
and ensures
and ensures
its its(Monte
(Monte
CarloCarlo
Simulation).
Simulation).
Any of
Any
these
of theseearnings
earnings
or economic
or economic
value value
by simulating
by simulating
properproper
implementation.
implementation.
whichwhich
suits suits
most most
to thetorequirements
the requirements
of offuturefuture
movements
movements
of interest
of interest
rates rates
and and
the user
the may
user be
may
employed.
be employed.
Selection
Selection
of a of atheir impact
their impact
on cash
onflows.
cash flows.
This This
function
function
of theof senior
the senior
managemanage-systemsystem
should
should
also take
alsoin
take
view
in the
viewavailathe availament ment
shall include
shall include
but shall
but not
shallbenot
restrictbe restrict-bilitybility
of trained
of trained
staff staff
and the
and requisite
the requisite(d) Value
(d) Value
at Risk:
at Risk:
ValueValue
at Risk
at Risk
(VAR)
(VAR)
ed to ed
ensuring
to ensuring
adherence
adherence
by allby
concerned
all concerneddata. data.
summarizes
summarizes
the predicted
the predicted
maximum
maximum
loss loss
to thetoprescribed
the prescribed
policypolicy
and procedure
and procedure
of of
withinwithin
a given
a given
confidence
confidence
level. level.
Methods
Methods
market-risk
market-risk
management.
management.
IdeallyIdeally
speaking,
speaking,
an effective
an effective
risk riskof computing
of computing
it are:it(i)
are:
Parametric
(i) Parametric
method
method
measurement
measurement
systemsystem
should.
should.
(i) assess
(i) assess
all allor variance-covariance
or variance-covariance
approach;
approach;
(ii) (ii)
It willItalso
willbe
also
theberesponsibility
the responsibility
of theof therisk factors
risk factors
associated
associated
with assets,
with assets,
liabilities
liabilitiesHistorical
Historical
Simulation;
Simulation;
and (iii)
and (iii)
Monte
Monte
seniorsenior
management
management
to establish
to establish
an anand off-balance
and off-balance
sheet sheet
items;items;
(ii) employ
(ii) employ
all allCarloCarlo
method.
method.
effective
effective
built-in
built-in
control
control
systemsystem
that thatthe viable
the viable
financial
financial
concepts
concepts
and and
risk risk
wouldwould
measure,
measure,
monitor,
monitor,
and and
control
controlmanagement
management
techniques;
techniques;
and (iii)
and ensure
(iii) ensureRisk Monitoring
Risk Monitoring
and Control
and Control
market-risk
market-risk
of theoforganization,
the organization,
and shall
and shallthat assumptions
that assumptions
underlying
underlying
the system
the system
are are
identify
identify
well well
in advance
in advance
any untoward
any untowardunderstood
understood
in their
in their
true perspective
true perspective
by allby allRisk Risk
monitoring
monitoring
aims aims
at evaluating
at evaluating
the the
lapse lapse
or deficiency.
or deficiency.
concerned.
concerned.
performance
performance
of banks’
of banks’
risk strategies,
risk strategies,
and and
policies
policies
and procedures.
and procedures.
This This
function
function
Risk Risk
Management
Management
Committee:
Committee:
It is Ita is a Certain
Certain
risk measurement
risk measurement
techniques
techniquesshould
should
be independent
be independent
of units
of units
takingtaking
high-powered
high-powered
committee
committee
constituted
constituted
to toare worth
are worth
mentioning.
mentioning.
risk and
risk report
and report
directly
directly
to top
to brass
top brass
/
/
supervise
supervise
overalloverall
risk risk
management
management
BOD.BOD.
functions
functions
of the
of organization,
the organization,
whichwhich(a) Repricing
(a) Repricing
Gap Models:
Gap Models:
In a gap
In areport
gap report
primarily
include
controlling
and monitor-interest
interest
sensitive
interest Key Key
elements
of internal
control
primarily
include
controlling
and monitorsensitive
assetsassets
(ISA),(ISA),
interest
elements
of internal
control
the integrated
risk managementsensitive
sensitive
liabilities
andbalance
off balanceinclude
include
internal
periodical
ing ofingtheof integrated
risk management
liabilities
(ISL)(ISL)
and off
internal
audit audit
and, and,
periodical
comprising
various
risk exposures
(OBS)
are arrayed
into variousreview,
review,
and aims
at maintaining
a viable
comprising
various
risk exposures
of theof thesheet sheet
itemsitems
(OBS)
are arrayed
into various
and aims
at maintaining
a viable
organization
including
the market-risk. time time
according
to their
maturity.risk limit
risk structure.
limit structure.
organization
including
the market-risk.
bandsbands
according
to their
maturity.
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ECONOMY
ECONOMY

DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT
PLANNINGIN
IN
PLANNING
Pakistan
Pakistan1947
1947– –7171
By Syed
Mahdi
Mustafa
By Syed
Mahdi
Mustafa

Development
planning
be defined
asattempt
an attempt
Development
planning
maymay
be defined
as an
on the
of the
government
to harness
apparent
on the
partpart
of the
government
to harness
the the
apparent
latent
potentials
ofeconomy
an economy
asbest
to best
meet
andand
latent
potentials
of an
as to
meet
the the
basic
needs,
physical
intellectual,
of the
society
basic
needs,
bothboth
physical
andand
intellectual,
of the
society
it governs
at any
point
of time.
– development
it governs
at any
point
of time.
TheThe
termterm
– development
planning
is mostly
loosely
for such
economies
planning
– is –mostly
usedused
loosely
for such
economies
as as
area in
a nascent
state
of development
or in
area in
a state
are in
nascent
state
of development
or are
state
of of
“take-off”.
a very
limited
definition
of the
“take-off”.
ThisThis
is a is
very
limited
definition
of the
term.
term.

economic
development
roadly,roadly,
economic
development
may bemay be Pakistan
was besieged
with awith
number
of of
Pakistan
was besieged
a number
divided
in three
categories
divided
in three
categories
namelynamelyalmostalmost
intractable
problems
only aonly
few months
intractable
problems
a few months
economy,
command
economyafter independence
marketmarket
economy,
command
economy
on August
14, 1947.
War War
after independence
on August
14, 1947.
and mixed
economy.
In a market
economy,
and mixed
economy.
In a market
economy,
the thebroke broke
out on
over Kashmir
in in
outitsonborder
its border
over Kashmir
of growth
is based
main main
vehiclevehicle
of growth
is based
upon upon
the theNovember
1947. 1947.
It did It
not
have
central
bank bank
November
did
notahave
a central
interest
rate policy
the governmenttill July
interest
rate policy
with with
the government
1948.
India did
foreignforeign
till1,July
1, 1948.
Indianot
didtransfer
not transfer
meeting
essential
meeting
essential
social social
sectorsector
needs needs
wherewhereexchange
funds funds
in fullin asfull
envisaged
in thein the
exchange
as envisaged
sufficiency
is lacking.
Inan
such
an economy,
sufficiency
is lacking.
In such
economy,
the thePartition
Plan ofPlan
1946.
The jute
crisis crisis
Partition
of 1946.
Thefinancial
jute financial
development
onusmostly
rests mostly
with
the privateerupted
development
onus rests
with the
private
in September
1949. 1949.
Migration
of of
erupted
in September
Migration
The present
day
U.Smost
andof
most
of Europemuslim
sector.sector.
The present
day U.S
and
Europe
population
into Pakistan
from from
India India
muslim
population
into Pakistan
and countries
some countries
Asia
are classic
examplestestedtested
and some
in Asiainare
classic
examples
administrative
expertise
to extreme
administrative
expertise
to extreme
of a market
economy.
of a market
economy.
limits.limits.
The carnage
of muslims
in Calcutta
The carnage
of muslims
in Calcutta
wanting
to move
to EasttoPakistan
was unprecewanting
to move
East Pakistan
was unprecea command
economy,
all economicdenteddented
In a In
command
economy,
all economic
in theinsame
way asway
in as
eastinand
the same
eastwest
and west
decisions
are centralized
in a single
body andPunjab.
decisions
are centralized
in a single
body and
Pakistan
did not
could could
Punjab.
Pakistan
didand
notpossibly
and possibly
the private
somewhat
the private
sectorsector
standsstands
somewhat
totallytotallynot have
machinery
and was
not planned
have planned
machinery
andobliged
was obliged
relegated.
Decisions
are handed
relegated.
Decisions
are handed
down down
from fromto tackle
the above
problems
with with
great great
to tackle
the above
problems
top down
to targets
set atand
farmfactory
and factory
the topthe
down
to targets
set at farm
The former
and the
levels.levels.
The former
SovietSoviet
UnionUnion
and the
present
day North
and former
present
day North
KoreaKorea
and former
BurmaBurma
(now Myanmar)
haveand
beenareand
are examples
(now Myanmar)
have been
examples
of of
thisoftype
of planning.
this type
planning.
a mixed
economy,
In a Inmixed
economy,
both both
privateprivate
and and
publicpublic
sectorssectors
play play
in developing
equallyequally
crucialcrucial
part inpart
developing
the the
economy.
This approach
is generally
economy.
This approach
is generally
as “indicative
planning”
knownknown
as “indicative
planning”
underunder
to be achieved
whichwhich
broadbroad
targetstargets
are setare
to set
be achieved
butnot
aremandatory.
not mandatory.
The government
but are
The government
development
in sectors
looks looks
after after
development
in sectors
wherewhere
shytodue
to long
privateprivate
sectorsector
is shy isdue
long
gestation
periods,
gestation
periods,
heavy heavy
capitalcapital
investment
and uncertain
investment
and uncertain
profit profit
margins.
of Asian
the Asian
margins.
Most Most
of the
countries
including
Pakistan
countries
including
Pakistan
thisoftype
of planning.
belongbelong
to thistotype
planning.
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Encouraged
by thebysuccess
the success
of theofSecond
the Second
urgency
and with
of resettling
the the Encouraged
urgency
andtop
withpriority
top priority
of resettling
Five Year
Five Plan
Year the
Plangovernment
the government
realized
realized
that that
refugees
of the of
day.
refugees
the day.
the “take-off
the “take-off
” stage
” stage
of theof economy
the economy
had had
arrived.
It wasIttherefore
was therefore
thought
thought
prudent
prudent
that that
Pakistan,
with the
help
the of
World
Bank,Bank,arrived.
Pakistan,
with
theofhelp
the World
a Perspective
Plan be
Plan
launched
be launched
covering
covering
the the
launched
its first
six-year
development
launched
its first
six-year
developmenta Perspective
of 1965
of –1965
85 with
– 851960
with as
1960
the as
base
theyear.
base year.
program
titled titled
as “Colombo
Plan, Plan,
1950-56,
program
as “Colombo
1950-56,periodperiod
the name
given to
it because
it was itchalked
out out
the name
given
to it because
was chalked
After
success
the success
of the Second
of the Second
Five Year
FivePlan,
Year Plan,
in theinfirst
in theinthen
the meeting
first meeting
the Ceylonese
then Ceylonese After the
the government
the government
launched
launched
the Third
the Five
Third
Year
FivePlan
Year Plan
capital.capital.
1965 –1965
70 in
– July
70 in1965
July hoping
1965 hoping
to taketodeveloptake development further
and faster.
and This
faster.did
This
notdid
happen.
not happen.
The Colombo
Plan was
from fromment further
The Colombo
Planhandicapped
was handicapped
its veryitsbeginning
as dataasupon
the plan
very beginning
data which
upon which
the plan
without
without
any provocation,
any provocation,
launched
launched
a
a
was towas
restto
was
both
and insufficient
rest
wasinaccurate
both inaccurate
and insufficient India,India,
fledged
– fledged
military
military
attackattack
on September
on September
6,
6,
with with
man-power
needs needs
greatlygreatly
lacking.
man-power
lacking.full – full
1965
itsbut
attempt
its attempt
to capture
to capture
parts of
parts
Punjab
of Punjab
Although
the the
Pakistan
Industrial
Although
Pakistan
Industrial1965 but
including
LahoreLahore
was thwarted.
was thwarted.
A truce
A truce
with with
Development
Development Corporation
Corporationincluding
theofhelp
theof
then
theSoviet
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HUMOR AND QUOTES

Interesting Quotes
“I fear debt. I don't like being indebted to banks.
I have a rule in life that I will get it when I can
afford it.” - Vir Das
“Happiness is a good bank account, good cook
and a good digestion”. – Jean Jacques Rousseau
“The modern banking system manufactures
money out of nothing.” – Josiah Stamp
"People who don't have money don't
understand the stress," - Alan Dlugash

View on
Ban kers

on lighter side

Joke
“3 people get stranded on a remote Island
A Banker, a Daily Mail reader & an Asylum seeker
All they have to eat is a box of 10 Mars bars
The Banker says "Because of my expertise in
asset management, I''ll look after our resources"
The other 2 agree
So the Banker opens the box, gobbles down 9 of
the Mars bars and hands the last one to the Daily
Mail reader
He then says " I'd keep an eye on that Asylum
seeker, he's after your Mars Bar”
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